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7 of 7 review helpful A challenging read By Dave Carver This book to took a while to read It s a tale that begins at a 
seance moves to a castle on a remote coast climbs into a crystal starship and wings its way to the strangest planet Once 
there our hero begins his journey through the strangest landscape I have ever discovered on the written page A lake as 
a musical instrument a hole in a cave leads to an underwo A Voyage to Arcturus is a novel by Scottish writer David 
Lindsay first published in 1920 It combines fantasy philosophy and science fiction in an exploration of the nature of 
good and evil and their relationship with existence It has been described by critic and philosopher Colin Wilson as the 
greatest novel of the twentieth century and was a central influence on C S Lewis s Space Trilogy Also J R R Tolkien 
said he read the book with avidity and praised About the Author David Lindsay 3 March 1876 ndash 16 July 1945 was 
a Scottish author now best remembered for the philosophical science fiction novel A Voyage to Arcturus 1920 
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